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The proactive behavivr of the teacher has been perceived as basically a

rational, problem-solving kind of behavior ever since Philip Jackson coined the

term in Life in Classrooms: It would be a relatively simple task to identify

the skills required in any type of logical problem solving (e.g., hypothesis-

formaiion and hypothesis testing) and to apply these to the particular kinds of

problems that teachers deal with.

The difficulty with this approach is that teachers don't really solve

problems b' forming hypotheses and testing them. In fact, much of the planning

that teachers do is never perceived by them as a "problem" to be solved at all.

Tt is simply a routine activity.

There is a vide gap between the highly rational, logical behavior envision-

o.i by educational theorists as the epitome of effective educational plannin3 and

the kind of routine management behavior that teachers actually engage in when

they are planning lessons. It is a gap that is not easily bridged. The develop-

mental approach to teacher education would suggest that teacher traininc should

not attempt to bridge the gap completely during a brief period, such as a year

of pre-service work. What is needed is the beginning of a solid structure

(bridge) that the teacher can continue to construct independently when his train-

in:, has ended (either temporarily or permanently).

The eventual goal of teacher training, viewed from the developmental per-

spective, is to change the cognitive functioning of teachers so that their pre.

active behavior more closely approaches a logical model. To relate this goal

to Piaget Is theory of cognitive development, it could be viewed as an attempt

to train teachers to operate at the formal level of cognition in their preactive

41.
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teaching, The present state of affairs *rith most in- service and pre -service

tcachors is that they are operating at the concrete level in their daily plan-

ning of instruction. The task is to bring to bear developmental processes that.

-43.3. move teachers away from functioning at the concrete level and toward function-

in, at the formal level.

The developmental processes which could be brought to bear are the processes

of socialisation and equilibration. Socialisation, according to Piaget involves

an increasing awareness of the perceptions of reality held by other people. This

awareness results from exposure to perceptions that differ from one's mt.

il,ration involves a series of adjustments between the cognitive structures of the

individual and the reality that surrounds him. These adjustments occur as a re.

suit of perceived discrepancies between cognitive structures and reality.

The crucial element in applying developmental processes, then, would to to

urcate cognitive dissonances. The teacher would be asked to state a perception,

an analysis, or a solution for a particular problem. He would then be presented

data that conflicted in some way with the position he had taken. This con.-

niet could cause him to reexamine his perceptions of the problem and adapt his

thinking somehow to the newly perceived problem. A continuing process of adapta-

tion and readaptation would operate to change the cognitive structure of the

individual so that he began to move toward the level of formal thought.

The basic cognitive skills that might characterize the individual in a

transitional stage of development between concrete and formal operations are

identified for the purposes of this paper as: 1) skills in generating alternatives;

2) skills in selecting among alternatives; 3) skills in altering existing circum-

stances. The critical nature of these skills in terms of the developmental. process

bo explained, and further specification of skills will be attempted in the

section which follows.

2
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The three basic preactive teachi..g skills to be discussed here (generating

alternatives, selecting among alternatives, and altering existing eircumstanses)

*lore identified b' noting differences between the behavioral characteristics of

individuals at the formal stage of operations and those at the concrete stage

of operations. The three skills selected are behaviors related to logical prob.-

la:- .solving and are transitional behaviors that could bridge the two stages of

cognitive functioning.

aer,sgerell
The most salient characteristic a the individual at the formal operations

stage of cognitive development is that he is able to generate alternatives. Vet

;last a limited number of alternatives, but all the logical possibilities, in-

eluding those which seem pnoossible on the basis of his own experience with reality.

The individual who is at the cognitive level of concrete operations can hypoth-

. 03iZep but he tends to treat the hypothesis he has produced as a fact, rather than

As an idea to be tested. At this developmental stage he can also handle rif

then -" propositions, when the antecedent phrase is true or is something which be

has experienced. He has difficulty with this form of logic *tenths antecedent

phrase is false: or is something outside his own realm of experience.

As an individual moves from the stage of concrete operations into the stage

o: formal operations, his thinking will be characterized by the ability to generate

larger nuMbers of alternatives and to deal with the probable consequences of both

the probable and the improbable "if..."

To facilitate the individual's development in this direction he must first

,ac provided with an expanded base of knowledge and experience, so that more and

Lore alternative possibilities become visible to him. He must next be moved from

a behavior pattern of developing the one best for simplest or most manageable)

sclutioa to a proble, toward a behavior pattern of producing several possible
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To apply this developmental process to teacher training in the area of pro-

active skills, ue must first ask:

uhat kinds of alternatives do teachers need to be able to generate?

what are the givens cr the "ifs" with which they mast deal?

One way of explicating the skill of generating alternatives would be to state

it as a general Objective. For example,

Given areal or simulated classroom assignment, the teacher will generate

alternatives of the following types:

a.
b.
c.

d.
0.

f.

h.

alternative
alternative
alternative
alternative
alternative
alternative
alternative
alternative

means of diagnosing pupil attainment levels
sub-groupings of children for instruction
learning outcomes, stated in behavioral terms

instructional resources to be used
instructional strategies to be used
classroom arrangements to be used
means of acquiring feedback from children

means of providing feedback to children

4

The givens with which teachers must deal would vary from one set of alternative

decisions to another. To identify the givens or "ifs" upon, which preactive decisions

are Lased, we can state a series of specific behavioral objectives that are related

to the general objective stated above. The basic objective is to develop skill Li

soneratinz several alternative possibilities in response to any given problem. In

stating the specific objectives that follow, the "magic" number three, which is

used throughout, was selected somewhat arbitrarily because it seemed to be large

enough to stretch the imagination and small enough to be attainable.

1. QtygnA,majztjahatemumigLjagividu4lehild. a stbieet matter area, and

a, concept or skill to be learned, the teacher will generate at least three

alternative 'means of diagnosing_ :moil attaLinmentItteli. (e.g., teacher con.

structed pretest or analysis of previous written assignments).

y. Given information on skill attainment or concept attainment in.Am10;ar
pubject_matter area, for AArour of children, the teacher will generate at

least three alternative subgrouvings of children for the next learning

sequence (e.g., high achiever works in partnership with low achiever or all

low achievers grouped together).

Given information_ on skill attainment or concept attainment_iin a particular

matter area, fora of children or an individual child, the 4:eacher

'Jill generate at least three alternative learnin&Putcames. sTIAIAL110:elaYiSTA

terms, for the next learning sequence (e.g., given several examples of one
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syllable words containing short vowel sounds and long vowel sounds Zo13.ood

a consonant and silent e, children will discover and state the phonetic

rule that applies.
or

given the phonetic rule that ore-syllable words ending in a consonant and

silont e contain a long vowel sound, children will correctly read a list of

no? words that follow this rule).

4. 4,13gusdeseizolp of children or an individga

0114 the teacher will generate at least three alternative instructional

mamma which could be used (e.g., a filmstrip or a feltboard to teach

concept of sets).

5. Wen des.,1gx..41ctsAtccLnefora group of chikdrep or an indiyikal

child, the teacher will generate at least three alternative Anglactigml

plocedures (teaching strategies or lesson models) that could be used (0.c..

prescriptive lesson or inductive discovery lesson to teach commutativik

property of addition).

6. Ginaas desked_learnisg outcome and a particular inatructionaresourcetq
be (pod for a group of children orsumigatit114, the teacher will

eneratc at least three alternative instructionalmocedures (teaching

strategies or lesson models) that could be used (e.g., analysis of film eonte-ts

through -a directed discussion or a nogerian discussion).

7. give. des ed c e instructional Procedure

teaching strategy or lesson model fop a /roup of chllgran or an individ41

child, the teacher will generate at least three alternative inctructiaMk

resources, which could be used (e.g., manipulative materials or a worksheet

to teach a discovery lesson on commutativity).

glycA a desired learning outcom.e, a particularInqtructl.ow. resource, &MLA

articular instructional,mmem to be used with a group of children or aa
individual child, the teacher will generate at least three alternative class.

opla.agrannements (seating, work areas, etc.) that might be used (e.g., seat.

inn children in email clusters or in a large semi-circle for Rogerian discus.

sion of film contents).

.. glnaa_slos ed e _f__ (come c struct ri resource. ili
*

P,P.Ag119Ular or, nroced.ire to be used with a group of

chi ldren or an individual child, the teacher will generate at least three

alternative means of OAldren durinilthe Icsfaft,

regarding the extent of learning that is occurring e.g.,( children writin;
ans-Aers on individual chalkboards or giving verbal answers to questions in a
proscriptive lesson on the possessive morpheme).

10. Given desired le anti instruct resource,t antratcome
opticUlapinstructional procedure or strategy to be used with a group of

children or an individual child, the teacher will generate at least three

alternative means of acouiring feedback from the children after the lesson,

regarding the extent of learni:z that has occurred (e.g., a teacher.constructaC

post -test or analysis of a creative writing assignment to evaluate lean::; .:g c:

a spelling rule).
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-1. glymBAglindirearnine outcome, a particular instructional resourelt.an4

particular procedure or strategy. to be used with a croup cs:

children or an individual child, the teacher will generate at least throe

alternative remspltifem,...edback.o the childrel dmrinathe lessor l,

marding the extent of learning that is occurring (e.g., asking other

children to evaluate a generalization stated by one child or providing ne-1

data to test the generalization in a discovery lesson).

12. liven s desired 1= t tcame a i inetructioi: resource

tianozsioa_ctctio_aoces........hrnAl..eoistrto
to be used with a group of

children or an individual child, the teacher will generate attlesst three

alternative moans of providirAfeedback:to the children after the lesson,

regarding the extent of learning that has occurred (e.g., writing positive

comments on children's papers or reading papers aloud to class following a

lesson on writing Haild poetry).

implementation of these objectives in a teacher training program might take

various forms. Students would probably have to move through several stages of

skIll development in learning to generate several.alternative solutions to a

problem. For example, an early stage might involve having the student genereo

one solution. to a problem, then confronting him with additional information that

cakes his solution questionable or untenable, and requiring him to generate a

rst: solution. taking account of the new information. Another stage night involre

small groups of students working or brain-storming together to generate several

alternative solutions to a problem. To exemplify a possible training stratoW,

a: instructional module that utilizes the first procedure mentioned above to have

students deal with alternative means of providing feedback to children after a

lesson (objective 12 above) is included as an appendix to this paper.

..lelectizrAmon.r.tAltern4tives

Decisions about which of several alternatives to choose invariably /nvolve

value judgments. The individual at the concrete operational stage of development

tends to be governed very closely in such decision-making by the rules of the

system, or by the authorities in his field. At the formal operations stage the

individual tends to be much more flexible in making value judgments. He has

developed a value system of his own and is usually guided by this rather than
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by'the social system in which he finds himself. Re judges each new situation on

its own relative merits, not in terms of some hard and fast rule.

The process which facilitates development from one stage to another in this

area is the process of socialization. Discussion and argument with other people

holding differing points of view lead to an awareness that a variety of values

=int in the world, as well as contributing to a clarification of the individual's

values in his awn mind.

co apply this developmental process to teacher training, it would seem

portant to expose the teacher to conflicting or contradictory value systems and

to ask hen to compare the conflicting values to his awn. The skill, to %a dovelopoe.

it this process: that of selecting among alternatives, can be stated in the form o:

a zancral objective. For example,

Given a set of alternative ways of dealing with a real or simulated

classroom problem, the teacher will select the two alternatives he pre-

fers, and will identify the value jud,pents underlying his decision.

:len presented with a conflicting decision by a peer, the teacher *An

identify the similarities and differences between the two sets of value

:judgments. The teacher will demonstrate mastery of this objective in

relation to the following types of classroom decisions:

a. alternative means of diagnosing pupil attainment levels

b. alternative sub-groupings ci* children
for instruction

c. alternative learning outcomes, stated in behavioral terms

d. alternative instructional resources to be used

e. alternative instructional strategies to be used

f. alternative classroom arrangements to be used

g. alternative means of acquiring feedback from children

h. alternative means of providing feedback to children

The objective stated hare specifies selection of two of the possible alt;ernatives.

rather than one, because the major goal is to have the teacher seriously* consider

more than one option to a given problem. The specific behavioral Objectives related

to this 5eneral
objective would vary from one another only in terms of the set of

alternatives being dealt with and the possible value judgments to be expressed.

sa;-ple set of specific objectives might read as follows:
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Given a set of alternative anjos.n.tent levels in a
particular subject matter area, the teacher will select the two means that

ho prefers and will identity the value judgments underlying his decision

(e.g., be prefers to analyze written assignments because he values performance

in the "real" world over performance on tests).

When presented with a conflicting decision by a peer regarding preferred means

of diagnosing pupil attainment, the teacher will identify similarities and

differences between the two sets of value judgments.

14. Given a set of alternative.iain, for a particular learning

sequence, the teacher will select the two groupings which he prefers and will

identify the value judgments underlying his decision (e.g., he prefers to group

a high achiever in partnership with a low achiever because he values social

service, and believes that those with ability should use it to help others).

Uhen presented with a conflicting decision by a peer regarding preferred moans

of grouping children, the teacher will identity similarities and differences

between the two sets of value judgments.

15. Given a set of alternative kma...gLo.....q.autoeseiz for a particular learning sequence,

the teacher will select the two outcomes which he prefers and will identify the

value judgments underlying his decision (e.g., he prefers to have children dis-

cover a rule because he values independent thinking).

Irimma presented with a conflicting decision by a peer regarding preferred out-

comes, the teacher will identgy similarities and ,differences between the two

sets of value judgments.

16. Given a set of alternative instructioya resources to be used for achievement

of a particular learning outcome, the teacher will select the two resources

that he prefers and will identify the value judgments underlying his decision

(e.g. he prefers to use manipulative materials to teach commutativity because

he values research and theory, which indicates that cognitive development OCCUPS

as a result of physical manipulation e: the environment).

Uhen presented with a conflicting decision by a peer regarding preferred re-

sources, the teacher will identify similarities and differences between the two

sets of value judgments.

17. Given a set of alternative instructional orocedcres or strategies to be used

for achievement of a particular learning outcome, the teacher will select the

two strategies that he prefers and will identify the value judgments underlyirg

his decision (e.g., he prefers to conduct Rogorian discussion becacae he values

non-authoritarian relationships with children).

Mien presented with a conflicting decision by a peer regarding preferred

strategies, the teacher will identify similarities and differences betucen

two sets of value judgments.

1 :'. Given a set of alternative simrompmmazata to contribute to a particnlar
learning outcome, the teacher will select the two arrangements that he prefers

and will identify the value judgments underlying his decision (e.g.. he prefers

to ,seat children in a large semi-circle becase he values his of knowledge of
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children's ideas and wants to hear all the ideas expressed).

Ilan presented with a conflicting decision % a peer regarding preferred

classroom arrangements, the teacher mill, identigy similarities and differences

Lotween the two sets of value judgments.

19. Given a set of alternative procedures for acquIrrinAfeedback fromchi
during or after a particular lesson. the teacher will select the tun procedures

that he prefers and will identify the value judgmts underlying his decision

(e.g., he prefers to have children write answers to questions on individual

chalkboards because he values a non-competitive atmosphere and wants to avoid

having children compare their responses to others in the clan).

:then presented with a conflicting decision by a peer regarding preferred

procedures for acquiring feedback, the teacher will identily similarities and

differences between the two acts of value judgmente.

2... Given a net of alternative procedures for grAILliespaasj_hq_ovirctocdren Burin;

or after a particular lesson, the teacher will select the two procedures that

he prefers and will identify the value judgments underlying his decision

he prefers to provide new data so that a child ma;- test his own generalization

because he values self-evaluation and wants the child to learn this process).

When presented with a conflicting decision by a peer regarding preferred pro-

cedures for providing feedback, the teacher will identigy similarities and

differences between the two sets of value judgments.

The objectives stated above would contribute to the socialization process,

requiring the teacher to attend more closely to contradictory points of view and

to clarify his own values. This should facilitate development of the individual

value system, approaching that which is characteristic of the formal operations

stage.

Implementation of these objfictives could be very closely related to implemen-

tation of the objectives dealing with generating alternatives. Development of this

skill would also move through several stages. An early stage might involve havin5

the teacher trainee merely identify peer judgments that differed from his own.

4.aother stage might involve having him report changes in his own judgments that

lam:been caused by discussion with his peers.

The instructional module which is appended to this paper, to exemplify a per-

siblc training strategy, permits the student to respond in either of the above

a..v..s. It also relates development of skills in generating alternatives to devolop-

-.:ent of skill in selecting among alternatives by providing for peer discussion and
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eoftrarison of instructional decisions made independently in response to a sizzulztod

situation.

terin2 Ad.stina C4rcumstaneee

Deciaions about alternatives also involve a determination of which alternativos

are viable ones, and which of the apparent restrictions .or prohibitions rel.ative to

the situation are real. The individual at the concrete stage of developmmt tends

to accept all apparent restrictions as solid, immutable facts. The number of alter-

natives which appear viable to him is thus drastically reduced. At the formal opera.

tfons stage the individual looks for detours around apparent prohibitions. Cense.

cuonti, the number of alternatives which appear viable to him ranking relatively

substantial.

itn important task in encouraging movement from the concrete to the formal staje

would be to help the teacher learn techniques to alter or circumvent some of the

apparent restrictions in a given situation, so that he could begin to perceive ram

nor* viable alternatives.

Another set of objectives would be necessary to promote learning of such

techniques. The number of types of restrictions that the teacher might learn to

altar or circumvent is relatively large. Diagnostic tools available, groupie;

procedures used for classroom assignments, instructional objectives of the school

and comunity, instructional materials provided, the plwsical plant, and grading

procedures are basic restrictions corresponding to the skills discussed previous1:.

The scope of this paper precludes attempting to deal with all of these factors

in detail. But one important factor which teachers tend to treat as a ciritical

restriction will be dealt with, as an illustration of how one might proceed to de-

velop behavioral objectives for this general purpose. The factor to be considereft

her^ is that of the instructional, materials which are provided for the teacher to

use.
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Adaptink instructional . An important characteristic of the individual

at the concrete operational stage of cognitive develoi ment is that he is closely tied

to reality: to what presently exists in his world. If he is asked to create some-

thing, his tendency is to try to replicate something that is already familiar to hira.

The comparable characteristic of the individual at the formal operational stage

is that he can invent new ideas and new relationships that do not already exist in

his reality. One of the ways that he invents is through the use of analogyr, taking

something that exists in one realm and transforming it to serve a different purpose

in a new realm.

The individual's development from one stage to the next is a process of moving

from a behavior pattern of being basically accommodative or imitative in his use of

reality to a behavior pattern of being more assimilative or imaginative in his use

of reality. This is accomplished through a process of equilibration, or a series of

small. mental adaptations of (and to) reality.

To apply this developmental process to teacher training in the area of use of

materials, it would seem that the task would be to get teachers to begin using

adaptive behaviors. This skill can be stated in the form of a general c tivc.

?or example,

Given a particular instructional resource for use in a real classroom: the
teacher will adapt it in the following wawa:

a. for use with a different instructional strategy
b. for use in a different format
c. for achievement of a different learning outcome
d* for use in a different subject matter area
e* to improve the probability of children's attainment of the concept

the material. is designed to teach

The specific behavioral objectives related to this objective could be stated

as foLlows:

21. Given a particular instructional material designed for use with a particular
instructional procedure, the teacher will adult the materiA for use with.A
different instructionak procedure (e.g., proscriptive method to discover:- notated).

^2. Given a particular instructional material designed for use in a particular
format, the teacher will adapt the material for use in a different format
(e.g.; individual instruction to group instruction).
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e#41 Given a particular instructional material designed for achievement of a
particular learning outcome, the teacher will adaetLtheachi.e.ye-
pent of a different learninA outcome (e.g., cognitive objective to affect:ve
objective).

24. Given a particular instructional material designed for use in a particular
subject matter area, the teacher will adapt the materiel fo....1dituferent
alikapct matter area (e.g., social studios to language arts).

25. Given a particular instructional material c1n91.4% designed for attain azt
of a particular concept by a particular group of children or an individual
child, the teacher will adapt the maa_rial to improve the probdbilit- of con-
cept attainment (e.g., add more examples or data to increase speed of concept
attainent).

:.'he:: teacher training is viewed as a developmental process, focussing on

transition frorithe concrete operational to the formal operational stage cogUtivc

:uactioning, the most essential aspects of proactive teaching skills would appear LC0

: ggsility to generate alternatives, ability to select among alternatives, and

to leapt or alter existing circumstances (such as instructional materials). The tpeo

of alternatives with which teachers would be trained to deal include: diagnosis,

souping, learning outcomes, instructional resource3 instructional procedures, claw-

rom arrangements, acquiring feedback, and providing feedback. Three general Wee-

'Ayes that night lead to development of the three basic proactive skills have teen.

stated. Twenty-five specific behavioral objectives related to these general &Joe-

'Ames have also been suggested.

P2E492P...JOrX...gagaEht!erials

If the proactive teaching skills identified in the foregoing section uere ac-

cepted as legitimate goals far teacher training: then certain training materials

would be required to implement these goals. Three types of materials would. to

esseatial in a training program designed for developmental growth in cognitive

functioning. These would be:

1. materials providing background information on new instructional alternatives

." -,a trials providing simulated data on the "givens" affecting instructional

decisions

materials providing peer interaction regarding contradictory inetructioral

decisions.
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Tho relationship between the previously identified teaching skills aid thcze

three types of training materials will be explored briefly here, with the hope that

this can provide some preliminary. guidelines for the evaluation, refinement, watt

development of materials for training in proactive teaching skills.

atcria3,8 Provictin, Background Inforraaign

In a competency-based teacher education program where competencies are stated

in tonne of ability to generate alternatives, the teacher trainees will have a

scat deal. of incative to learn about a variety of instructional program: ix-

structional tools, instructional strategies, etc. This kind of background in.forr...a-

tion can be provided in a variety of wws.

The more traditional forms of curriculum materials such as textbooks, lectures:

and class discussions could be utilised here. Directed observation in selected

classroom settings or directed study of existing instructional materials for children

could also be useful.

Some of the teacher training materials currently. under development :sight pr-

tido guidelines as to appropriate formats for new materials in this catezpr,. For

exazplo, the Information Units being produced at the Far !lest Laborator; shouL:. ',..o

efactivo in acquainting teachers with now alternatives in the area of instructicnIal

1...-.2ecources. In addition, the format used in the Information Unite might well provi.le

a prototype for development of materials providing information on alternative:: i4

the areas of diapostic procedures and means of acquiring feedback from chilcire ::

zfter a lesson.

The protocol materials being developed in various institutions, including the

Par test Laboratory, should be effective in providing information on alternative

instructional procedures and alternative moans for /inquiring feedback from children

or providing feedback to children during a lesson.

The numnrous materials alreak developed for training teachers to state

specific tiehavioral objectives and identit; criterion measures cculd for..: tite Laclz
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:or new r2aterials designed to provide information on possible alternative ot.tectives

and alternative means of providing feedback to children after a lesson..

A primary characteristic of all materials developed in this category would Le

that the information be provided in an objective fashion. Since the intent :foul d

be to increase the number of visible alternatives, a material providing information

o:. one alternative should not do so at the expense of other alternatives. A book

or ram presenting a particular instructional strategy in a propagandistic fashion.

or =angel, might tend to open up one new alternative and close off one or more ole.

or familiar alternatives. This would not be a desirable result.

Sistulp,ted Data

In a teacher training program where the skills to be attained are stated ir.

terms of certain "givens," it will be expedient; if not necessary,. to provide traia-

lug materials where the givens can be controlled in some fashion, at least ix. t.:13

initial stages of training. The most obvious method of achieving this is to two

siailated materials.

Law of the simulated materials which have already been developed focus on

stills in interactive
decision-making, as for example Cruickshank's Inner-City

Zinulation Laboratory, published by Science Research Associates, and Paul 1We 11r.or.

Maseroon Management Simulation System, distributed by Oregon's Teaching R.eaeareh

Jivision. What would be needed would be materials which focus more on the proactive

decision-making process, but the general format used need not vary too veatly.

Teacher trainees would be given controlled or selected information about a
AD.

child or a group of children, and asked to make a proactive instructional decision

on the basis of that information. The generation of alternative decisions could tic

hanaod in various ways.

One wt would be to have individual teachers make decisions independeataz. and

then pool their ideas in group discussion, providing each individual with additional

ideas on possible alternatives. This method would be sistilar to that used in the

Cruickshank materials.
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Another way would be to use a programmed format. Individual teachers yould

rake decisions independently and would then be presented with prepared atrial

providing information on several alternative solutions to the same problem. This

rethod would be similar to that used by Twelicer, except that several possible

anylers would be provided instead of just one.

A third way would be to use the individual. teacher's independent decision as

&diagnostic tool. The teacher would be asked to provide several different decisions

in response to the same set of givens. These responses would be studied to determine

/tat alternatives the teacher was already aware of, and an instructional program

could then be designed to provide the teacher with information on other alternatives

that were unfamiliar to him.

Simulated materials would also be useful for training in the area of adapting

or altering existing circumstances. Paul TWelkerts Discovery Teaching Game would

be an example of an existing material which serves this purpose to some extent.

7.aqy of the problems used as exercises in this game have to do with altering the

attitudes of other teachers, or of parents and children, toward the discover, 7 process.

A critical characteristic of all materials developed in this categorz would Le

that the simulated data i4rovided as the "givens" for arr particular problez be

structured to encourage divergent responses. For example, if the problem is to

generate learning outcomes in mathematics for a group of fifth grade children, the

Information provided on their current concept attainment in that area should bo do-

84-mid to mike several different instructional objectives seem appropriate as the

next step.

:Menials Providing_Peer Interaction

In a teacher training program organised around a developmental theme, the

provision of repeated confrontations with contradictory viewpoints (a contimial

series of cognitive dissonances) will be an important factor. Training materials

that emphasise peer interaction and discussion of instructional decisions ce.;: kelp
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The emphasis on peer interaction is a vital one. Traditionally teacher trainees

have *.:eon presented with viewpoints contradictory to their own, but these contradic

tory vielvoints have usually emanated from authorities (university professors. school

principals, nationally known educators, textbook writers, etc.) rather than front

their peers. There are two disadvantages to this process. One, the authorities can

be easily discounted if the contradictions are disturbing, because "none of the

authorities know what it's like in the real world of the classroom." L'wo, if the

authority's viewpoint is readily accepted, this does not contribute much to the

cogiitive development of the individual teacher, because he is not thinking for him-

self or reexamining his own value system. The now viewpoint so readily accepted will

Le as readily discarded when the next authority presents another new vieupoint. Con-

tradictions from authorities. are not particularly useful in the process of coznitive

development, for these reasons. Contradictions from peers can thus contribute to

coglitivc development in a unique way.

Most of the available materials for teacher education which utilize peer dis-

cussion are designed to develop particular attitudes or values at the same time

that they impart particular instructional. skills. The Northwest Laboratory mai-Aria:Lc

on Facilitating Inquiry in the Classroom, Development of Higher Level Thinking

_Utica, and Interpersonal Cozmannication are cases in point. The Human Relations

Training Unit, developed by the Far West Laboratory, and distributed by the Anti-

Depilation League might provide a better prototype for a format for materials in

this category area, but obviously this material is also designed to develop attitudes

of a particular type.

It is undoubtedly impossible to develop value-free materials for teacher train-

ins, but it would seem to be important to develop some that allow the teacher more

freedom to explore his own values in relation to the values of his peers without the

imposition of an external (authority-sanctioned) viewpoint that is deenod correct.
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To facilitate the operation of a teacher education program designed for de.

veopmental growth in the cognitive functioning of teachers, some new training

materials would need to be developed. Three types of materials have been identified

hare, as well as some preliminary criteria for evaluation of materials.

Materials providing background information on new instructional alternatives

would need to provide information in a very objective fashion. Materials providing

siwulated data on the givens affecting instructional decisions would need to be

structured to encourage divergent responses. Materials providing peer interaction

regarding contradictory instructional decisions would need to minimize the imposi-

tion of authority-sanctioned viewpoints. The instructional module appended to thin

paper is a preliminary attenpt at satisfying some of these criteria.

Conclusion

This paper has approached the task of defining basic teaching skills by attempt-

ing to identify essential proactive skills, Piaget's model of cognitive development

was used to determine the general goal of teacher training in proactive skills, to

identif`o the three basic kinds of proactive skills necessary for teachers to learn:

and to suggest the kinds of instructional processes that might be used to achieve

this goal.

The general goal of teacher training in proactive skills, as determined on the

basis of Piagetts theory, would be to change the cognitive functioning of teachers so

that they begin to move from the concrete operational level of development touard thu

formal operational level in their proactive teaching behavior. The three basic kinds

of prcactivo skills identified were skills in generating alternatives: skills in

selecting among alternatives,.and skills in altering existf.ng circumstances.

Opecific behavioral objectives subsumed to each of these skills were presented.

The instructional processes suggested to achieve these goals vmould capitalize on

the developmental processes of socialization and equilibration. The %-pes of traini :
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laterials to be developed to implement these processes would provide background

information on new instructional alternatives, simulated data on the givers affect-

in: instructional decision-making, and peer interaction regarding contradictor;

instructional decisions.


